Due to the scarcity of parallel training data for many language pairs, quasi-parallel or comparable training data provides an important alternative resource for training machine translation systems for such language pairs. Since comparable corpora are not of as high quality as manually annotated parallel data, using them for training can have a negative effect on the translation performance of an NMT model. We propose distillation as a remedy to effectively leverage comparable data where the training of a student model on combined clean and comparable data is guided by a teacher model trained on the high-quality, clean data only. Our experiments for Arabic-English, ChineseEnglish, and German-English translation demonstrate that distillation yields significant improvements compared to off-theshelf use of comparable data and performs comparable to state-of-the-art methods for noise filtering.
Introduction
Traditional machine translation systems are trained on parallel corpora consisting of sentences in the source language aligned to their translations in the target language. However, for many language pairs substantial amounts of high-quality parallel corpora are not available. On the other hand, for many languages, another useful resource known as comparable corpora can be obtained relatively easily in substantially larger amounts. Such comparable corpora can be created by crawling large monolingual data in the source and target languages from multilingual news portals such as Agence FrancePresse (AFP), BBC news, Euronews etc. Source and target sentences in these monolingual corpora are then aligned by automatic document and sentence alignment techniques (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005) . Such a bitext extracted from comparable data is usually not of the same quality as annotated parallel corpora. Recent research has shown that building models from low-quality data can have a degrading effect on the performance of recurrent NMT models . Therefore, there is a growing interest in filtering and sampling techniques to extract high-quality sentence pairs from such large noisy parallel texts.
Recently, the "Parallel corpus filtering" shared task was held at WMT-2018. This task aims at extracting high-quality sentence pairs from Paracrawl 1 , which is a large noisy parallel corpus. Most of the participants in this task, used rule-based pre-filtering followed by a classifier-based scoring of sentence pairs (Barbu and Barbu Mititelu, 2018; Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018; Hangya and Fraser, 2018) . A subset sampled with a fixed number of target tokens is then used to train recurrent NMT systems in order to evaluate the relative quality of the filtered bitexts. Some of the submissions show good translation performance for the German-English translation task by training on the filtered bitext only. In this paper, we propose a strategy to leverage additional low-quality bitexts without any filtering when used in conjunction with a high-quality parallel corpus. Motivated by the "knowledge distillation" frame-1 https://paracrawl.eu/ Arabic-English (ISI bitext) Src:
Trg:
The Dutch justice ministry decided to expel the Iraqi Kurd despite Amman's demand that he be handed over to Jordanian authorities. Human: The Dutch Justice Ministry decided to deport him, despite Jordan's request to hand him over as part of a drug smuggling case. Chinese-English (ISI bitext) Src:
And the Chinese side would certainly not accept the unreasonable demands put forward by the Americans concerning the protection of intellectual property rights. Human: The revenge list proposed by America will definitely not be accepted by Chinese government.
German-English (Paracrawl) Src:
Der Elektroden Schalter KARI EL22 dient zur Füllstandserfassung und -regelung von elektrisch leitfähigen Flüssigkeiten .
Tgt:
The KARI EL22 electrode switch is designed for the control of conductive liquids . Human: The electrode switch KARI EL22 is used for level detection and control of electrically conductive liquids. work of Hinton et al. (2014) , we propose "distillation" as a strategy to exploit comparable training data for training an NMT system. In our distillation strategy, we first train a teacher model on the clean parallel data, which then guides the training of a final student model trained on the combination of clean and noisy data. Our experimental results demonstrate that for Arabic-English and Chinese-English translation, distillation not only helps to successfully utilize noisy comparable corpora without any performance degradation, but it also outperforms one of the best performing filtering techniques reported in Koehn et al. (2018) . In addition, we conduct similar experiments for German-English translation and observe that while simply adding noisy data to the training data pool degrades performance, our distillation approach still yields slight improvements over the baseline. In Section 2, we discuss the relevant literature in NMT as well as in other deep learning based tasks which aim to utilize low quality training corpus. In Section 3, we provide a brief discussion of the type of noise in the comparable data, the architecture of the NMT model used in our experiments, and the knowledge distillation framework proposed by Hinton et al. (2014) . In Section 4, we describe our strategy to use knowledge distillation for training with noisy data. We discuss our experimental settings including datasets and parameters in Section 5 and results in Section 6. Khayrallah and Koehn (2018) reported that NMT models can suffer substantial degradation from adding noisy bitexts when compared to a baseline model trained on high-quality parallel text only. The "Parallel corpus filtering" task evaluated submissions based on NMT systems trained only on the bitext filtered from Paracrawl. However, given that many language pairs have at least some small amount of high-quality parallel corpora (which is also used by many of the participants to train a classifier for scoring the noisy data), it is important to investigate whether a bitext filtered using these proposed techniques results in any additional improvements in conjunction with the original high-quality data. Filtering techniques involve discarding a sentence pair with low confidence score. However, a sentence pair with a low score may still have fragments in the source and target sentences which can provide useful contexts. Our results show that for a recurrent NMT model, filtering the noisy bitext below a specific threshold using one of the best techniques submitted to the filtering task (known as "Dual conditional cross entropy filtering" (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018)) yields only small improvements.
Related work
In the machine learning literature, various methods have been proposed for efficient learning with label noise. One of the recent methods is the bootstrapping (Reed et al., 2014) approach where improved labels for noisy or unlabeled data can be obtained by predictions of another classifier. For NMT, forward translations of the noisy bitext can be used as a variant of bootstrapping where the target side of the noisy bitext can be replaced by translations of the source sentence obtained by a model trained on the high-quality data. However, a better alternative for NMT would be to use back-translations (Sennrich et al., 2016) , i.e., to replace the source side of the noisy bitext by translations of the target side obtained by a model trained in the reverse direction. Our experiments show that although backward translations of noisy data cause lower degradations than the original noisy data, they provide only moderate improvements. Moreover, cleansing the comparable data by backtranslation is expensive as it requires the generation of pseudo source sentences using beam search decoding. Fine-tuning (Miceli Barone et al., 2017) is a well-known technique for domain adaptation for NMT but can also be used as a possible solution for training with noisy data where the idea is to first pre-train on noisy data and then continue training on high-quality data.
Our experiments show that when using noisy data for training NMT models, fine-tuning fails to provide any additional improvements. Moreover, bootstrapping based on filtering and backtranslation, as explained above, show only small improvements over a model trained on highquality data only. In order to overcome the dependence on filtering-based data selection or other data cleaning approaches and to leverage all available noisy data, in this paper, we propose knowledge distillation based training on combined clean and noisy sentence pairs.
It is very important to note that, as has been pointed out in Koehn et al. (2018) , the aim of "Parallel corpus filtering" task proposed at WMT18 was not to select data relevant for a targeted domain, but to focus on the selection of high quality data that is relevant to all domains. Similarly, in this paper, we do not aim to propose a technique for domain adaptation for NMT but to propose a technique to leverage low quality or noisy training data for training high performing NMT models.
Although knowledge distillation has been used as a solution to other problems of NMT such as model compression (Kim and Rush, 2016) , domain adaptation (Dakwale and Monz, 2017) or transfer learning for low-resource languages (Chen et al., 2017) and for leveraging noisy data for image recognition , our approach is the first attempt to exploit distillation for training NMT systems with noisy data.
3 Background 3.1 Noise in the training corpora Khayrallah and Koehn (2018) analyzed the Paracrawal corpus, identifying various types of noise in this corpus. They found that although there are some instances of incorrect language, untranslated sentences, and non-linguistic characters, the majority of noisy samples (around 41%) are misaligned sentences due to faulty document or sentence alignment. This results in alignments of incorrect source to target sentence fragments.
Similarly, a well-known noisy bitext commonly used for training machine translation systems for Arabic-English and Chinese-English is the ISI bitext created by automatically aligning sentences from monolingual corpora extracted from AFP and Xinhua, respectively (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005) . This alignment method first searches for articles representing similar stories in two separate monolingual corpora for source and target languages using cross-lingual information retrieval with the help of a dictionary. Then parallel sentences are aligned by calculating word overlaps between each candidate sentence pair followed by a maximum entropy classifier. Since the bitexts are extracted from monolingual corpora for source and target languages, there is rarely any noise due to misspelling, wrong re-ordering or non-linguistic characters. The majority of noise in the resulting aligned bitext is due to limitations of the sentence alignment technique often resulting in sentence pairs which are partial translations of each other with additional fragments on either the source or target side. Table 1 shows some examples of noisy sentence pairs for German-English (from the Paracrawl corpus) and Arabic-English (from the ISI bitext). The fragments marked red in the source sentence have no correspondence on the target side. We refer the reader to and (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005) for a more detailed description of the types of noise in the respective corpora.
Neural Machine Translation
We employ an NMT system based on Bahdanau et al. (2014) . This is a simple encoderdecoder network where both the encoder and decoder are multilayer recurrent neural networks (we use LSTM's). Given an input sentence [(x 1 , x 2 , ...., x n )], the encoder converts it into a sequence of hidden state representations [(h 1 , h 2 , ...., h n )].
Here, f encoder is an LSTM unit. The decoder is another multi-layer RNN which predicts a target sequence y = (y 1 , y 2 , ....y m ). The probability of generation of a token y i at position 'i' on the target side is conditioned on the last target token y i−1 , the current hidden state of the decoder s j , and the context vector c j which is a conditional representation of the source sequence relevant to target position 'i'. The probability of the sentence is computed as the product of the probabilities of all target tokens.
g is a multi-layer feed-forward neural network with a nonlinear transformation. A softmax layer is applied on the output of the feedforward network g, which generates the probability of each word in the target vocabulary. Here, s j is the hidden state representation corresponding to each token in the target sequence generated by the decoder RNN.
The context vector c j is computed using an attention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015) as the weighted sum of the hidden states h i of the encoder.
where α ji are attention weights corresponding to each encoder hidden state output h i calculated as follows :
Activations a(s, h) are calculated by using a scoring function such as dot product between the current decoder state s j−1 and each of the hidden states h i of the encoder. The end-to-end network is trained by minimizing the negative log-likelihood over the training data. The log-likelihood loss is defined as
Where y j is the output distribution generated by the network at each time-step and k is the true class label, i.e., the reference target word at each time step selected from a fixed vocabulary V. The outer summation is the total loss computed as the sum over the complete target sequence.
Knowledge Distillation
Knowledge Distillation is a framework proposed in Hinton et al. (2014) for training compressed "student" networks by using supervision from a large teacher network. Assuming, we have a teacher network with large dimension size trained on a large amount of data, a smaller student network with much smaller dimension size can be trained to perform comparable or even better than the teacher by learning to mimic the output distributions of the teacher network on the same data. This is usually done by minimizing cross-entropy or KL-divergence loss between the two distributions. Formally, if we have a teacher network trained on the same data and with a learned distribution q(y|x; θ T ), the student network (model parameters represented by θ) can be trained by minimizing the following loss:
where θ T is the parameter distribution of the teacher network. Commonly, this loss is interpolated with the log-likelihood loss which is calculated with regard to the target labels for the indomain data:
In order to allow the student network to encode the similarities among the output classes, Hinton et al. (2014) suggests to generate a smoother distribution called 'soft-targets' by increasing the temperature of the softmax of both teacher and student network. 
Knowledge distillation for noisy data
We discuss the main intuition and idea behind using knowledge distillation for noisy labels. A detailed analysis is given in Li et al. (2017) . As shown in Figure 1 , the idea is to first train the teacher model f on the clean data D clean and then transfer the knowledge from the teacher to a student network which is trained on the entire dataset D by optimising the following loss:
where s i = f D clean (x i )/τ and τ is the temperature of the softmax. In equation 9, the student model is trained on the combination of two loss functions, the first term is the cross-entropy loss l between the prediction of the student model and the ground truth y i , while the second term is the cross-entropy or KL-divergence between the output distributions of the student model and the teacher model. λ is a parameter to balance the weight between the two losses. Assuming the second loss to be crossentropy, Equation 9 can be re-written as: = λy i + (1 − λ)(s i , f (x i )) as pseudo-label which is a combination of the given noisy label y i and the prediction s i from the teacher model. They provide an analysis based on the comparison between the risks involved in training directly on the noisy labels or training on the boot-strapped labels as compared to training on the pseudo label as defined above. They show that training on the pseudo label, for some values of λ defined through distillation, involves lower risks than direct training or bootstrapping. Therefore, a better model can be trained by driving the pseudo labels closer to the ground truth label. In case of comparable corpora training for NMT, instead of learning only from uncertain ground truth labels, the student model also benefits from the predictions of the teacher model while learning to imitate it.
Experiments

Comparisons
We compare our technique to standard scenarios of training on clean and noisy data. Further, we compare to the commonly used strategy of fine-tuning as well as back-translation which is an adapta- (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018) tion of self-learning or bootstrapping methods. We carry out the following experimental comparisons:
• Training on parallel data only: The standard practice in NMT is to train on the highquality parallel data only. This experiment is also the primary baseline for comparing the proposed method.
• Training on comparable data only: We conduct this experiment to demonstrate the substantial difference between the performance of the models trained on only noisy data or only on clean data.
• Training on combined comparable and parallel data: This experiment demonstrates the effect of adding comparable data to the baseline training data pool.
• Fine-tuning: The standard practice commonly used for domain adaptation. For noisy data, the idea is to first train the model on noisy data and then continue training on clean data.
• Back-translation: Back-translation has been proposed as a method to incorporate additional monolingual data for NMT (Sennrich et al., 2016) . This is done by training an NMT system in reverse of the desired direction thus obtaining pseudo-source sentences for the additional monolingual target sentences. By applying back-translation, we discard the original source sentence in the comparable data and replace them with the pseudo-source sentences. The back-translated comparable data is then added to the clean parallel data.
• Dual cross entropy filtering: As discussed in the introduction, (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018)) reported the best results for the Parallel Corpus Filtering task for WMT-18. They used the dual cross-entropy method in which sentence pairs in the noisy corpus are ranked based on forward and backward losses for each sentence pair with respect to NMT models trained on clean data in forward and reverse direction. We consider this filtering method as a competitive baseline for our approach.
Note that back-translation requires beam-search based decoding which is quite expensive for large amount of comparable data.
Datasets and Parameters
We conduct experiments for Arabic to English, Chinese to English, and German-English NMT.
As a commonly used representative of comparable data, we consider all AFP sources from the ISI Arabic-English bitext (LDC2007T08) with a size of 1.1M sentence pairs and Xinhua news sources for the Chinese-English bitext (LDC2007T09) with a size of 550K sentence pairs. Both corpora are created by automatically aligning (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005) sentences from monolingual corpora. For Arabic-English, we compose the parallel data consisting of 325k sentence pairs from various LDC catalogues 2 For Chinese-English, a parallel text of 550k parallel sentence pairs from LDC catalogues 3 is used. Note that for Arabic-English, the size of the comparable corpus is approximately 4 times that of the parallel data while for Chinese-English, the comparable corpora size is the same as that of the parallel corpus 4 . A byte pair encoding of size 20k is trained on the parallel data for the respective languages. NIST MT05 is used as dev set for both language pairs and MT08, MT09 as test set for Arabic-English and MT-06, MT-08 as test set for Chinese-English. Translation quality is measured in terms of case-sensitive 4-gram BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) . Approximate randomization (Noreen., 1989; Riezler and Maxwell, 2005 ) is used to detect statistically significant differences.
For German-English, we use high-quality data from the training corpus provided for WMT-17 (Bojar et al., 2017) . For the noisy data, we randomly sample a bitext of equal size from the raw Paracrawl corpus ("very noisy" 1 billion English tokens) similar to Khayrallah and Koehn (2018) .
To be able to compare with the best filtering method, we also use a bitext of 100M target tokens submitted by Junczys-Dowmunt (2018) (available from the shared task website using a score file) which is filtered using their proposed "Dual cross entropy" score. A BPE of 32k is trained on the WMT-17 training data, newstest15 is used as dev set and newstest16 and newstest17 are used as test set. Table 2 summarizes clean and noisy training data for all language pairs. We train an LSTM-based encoder-decoder model as described in Luong et al. (2015) using the Open-NMT-python toolkit (Klein et al., 2017) , with both embeddings and hidden layers of size 1000. The maximum sentence length is restricted to 80 tokens. Parameters are optimized using Adam with an initial learning rate of 0.001, a decay rate of 0.5 (after every 10k steps), a dropout probability of 0.2 and label smoothing of 0.1. A fixed batch size of 64 is used. Model weights are initialized uniformly within [-0.02, 0.02] . We train for a maximum of 200k steps and select the model with best BLEU score on the development set for the final evaluation and decode with a beam size of 5.
Results
First, we compare the primary baseline with direct off-the-shelf use of noisy data without any filtering or noise reduction strategies. As can be seen in Table 3 , for both Arabic-English and Chinese-English, the performance of an NMT system trained on comparable data only is substantially worse (up to −13.9 BLEU for Ar-En and −17.5 BLEU for Zh-En) as compared to clean data. Although for Arabic-English, the size of the noisy data is 4 times that of the clean data, while for Chinese-English, it is of equal size. Adding this noisy data to the clean data degrades translation performance (−2 BLEU for both Ar-En and Zh-En). The relative difference between the performance drop between the two language pairs can be attributed to the size of the comparable data.
Replacing the source side of the noisy data with back-translations sightly improves the BLEU score for Arabic-English (up to +1.4) but slightly degrades translation quality for Chinese-English (−0.3 BLEU compared to the baseline). Nevertheless, this is still an improvement over direct off-the-shelf addition of the original noisy bitext. This implies that back-translation replacement does provide some degree of data cleaning.
Fine-tuning for noisy data shows only slight improvements for Ar-En (up to +0.5 BLEU) and none for Zh-En (up to −4 BLEU drop). For both language pairs, we apply the dual cross-entropy filtering method of (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018) by ranking sentence pairs in the comparable data according to the dual cross entropy and select subsamples from the top 50% and 75% of the full comparable bitext. Filtering at 50% shows significant (+1 BLEU) improvements for ArabicEnglish, whereas for Chinese-English this filtering results in performance even worse than adding all data, implying that cross entropy based filtering does not retain high-quality sentences from this On the other hand, the proposed distillation strategy outperforms filtering as well as backtranslation replacement for both language pairs. The improvements for Arabic-English are substantially higher (+4.6 BLEU for the dev set and +2.4 for the test set), while only a small improvement for Chinese-English is observed. Nevertheless, distillation provides significant improvements as compared to direct addition of the noisy data. The improvement with knowledge distillation shown in Table 3 correspond to the best improvements with respect to different values of λ. In Figure  2 , we show the effect of varying values for λ (between 0.1 and 0.9) on the translation performance over the development set (MT05). For both the language pairs λ = 0.5 yields the best performance. As shown in Table 4 , for German-English, there is a substantial difference (−16.4 BLEU) between the performance of a model trained on clean data only vs. one trained on randomly sampled Paracrawl data. Khayrallah and Koehn (2018) reported a degradation of up to −9 BLEU when combining clean and noisy data. However, we observe only a 1 BLEU drop for the same setting. Nevertheless, directly adding noisy data seems to provide no additional improvements. Similarly, finetuning on the clean data does not show any improvements. On the other hand, applying the proposed distillation over this combined bitext shows slight improvement of 0.3 BLEU over the clean data baseline.
For a comparison with "Dual cross entropy filtering", we use the filtered bitext submitted by Junczys-Dowmunt (2018) and add it to the training data, which also degrades BLEU by −1. Again, applying distillation over this filtered bitext combined with the clean data set shows an improvement of 0.9 BLEU over the clean-data baseline. As shown in Figure 3 , we evaluate the performance variation for different values of λ using the 'Randomly sampled (100M target tokens) paracrawl' against the newstest'15 development set. Similar to the other two language pairs, we observe that the best BLEU score is achieved for λ = 0.5.
Conclusion
In this paper, we explored the effectiveness of using comparable training data for neural machine translation. Our experiments show that depending on the size of the noisy data, the performance of an NMT model can suffer significant degradations. Further, we show that noisy cleaning methods such as filtering and back-translation of noisy data show only slight improvements over the baseline. Moreover, fine-tuning fails to show any significant improvements when used for noisy data.
To overcome these problems, we proposed distillation as a remedy to efficiently leverage noisy data for NMT where we train a primary NMT model on the combined training data with knowledge distillation from the teacher network trained on the clean data only. Our experiments show that distillation can help to successfully utilize lowquality comparable data resulting in significant improvements as compared to training directly on the noisy data. 
